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Abstract

Task-oriented dialog systems help a user
achieve a particular goal by parsing user
requests to execute a particular action.
These systems typically require copious
amounts of training data to effectively
understand the user intent and its cor-
responding slots. Acquiring large train-
ing corpora requires significant manual
effort in annotation, rendering its con-
struction infeasible for low-resource lan-
guages. In this paper, we present a two
step approach for automatically construct-
ing task-oriented dialogue data in such lan-
guages by making use of annotated data
from high resource languages. First, we
use a machine translation (MT) system to
translate the utterance and slot informa-
tion to the target language. Second, we use
token prefix matching and mBERT based
semantic matching to align the slot tokens
to the corresponding tokens in the utter-
ance. We hand-curate a new test dataset in
two low-resource Dravidian languages and
show the significance and impact of our
training dataset construction using a state-
of-the-art mBERT model - achieving a Slot
F1 of 81.51 (Kannada) and 78.82 (Tamil)
on our test sets.

1 Introduction
With the surge in popularity of digital assis-
tants (Google, Siri, Alexa) task-oriented dia-
log (TOD) systems have become commonplace
in NLP research today. TOD systems are de-
signed to complete a particular user goal by
understanding requests from users and pro-
viding relevant information (Liu and Lane,
2018). They typically consist of four major
components - Natural Language Understand-
ing (Chen et al., 2016), Dialog State Tracking

∗Equal contribution

What’s temperature in New York
O B-weather O B-Loc I-Loc

Intent : weather/find

Table 1: Example of an utterance along with its
slot in BIO (Beginning, Inside, Outside) notation
and intent label.

(Rastogi et al., 2020; Campagna et al., 2020),
Dialog Policy Learning (Takanobu et al., 2019;
Li et al., 2020), and Response Generation
(Kummerfeld et al., 2019; Galley et al., 2019;
Kale and Rastogi, 2020). In this work, we
focus on NLU and its two subtasks - Intent
Detection and Slot Filling. Intent Detection
is typically cast as a sequence classification
problem where the task is to classify the pur-
pose or goal that underlies a user utterance
into one of several predefined classes called in-
tents (ex. check-sunrise, set-alarm). The
brevity and succinctness of the utterances cou-
pled with the requirements to scale to different
domains pose challenges to Intent Detection.

Slot Filling involves identifying the intent
arguments and is typically cast as a sequence
labelling problem using the BIO notation. (see
table 1 for an example). Prior research on
the two tasks have mainly focused on English,
reporting excellent performance owing to the
availability of high quality and large amounts
of annotated data (Schuster et al., 2018; Wu
et al., 2020). But such performance has not
been achieved in low-resource languages due
to lack of such data which can be expensive to
construct.

In this work, we present a simple but ef-
fective method to automatically create anno-
tated training data for slot filling and intent
detection in low resource languages making
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use of available English data. First, we in-
dependently translate utterances and anno-
tated slots in English to the target language.
Second, to align the slots with the utterance
in the generated translation, we make use of
morphology and semantics of the target lan-
guage (§3). We conduct experiments on two
Dravidian languages such as Tamil(tam) and
Kannada(kan) and evaluate our methods on
hand-annotated test sets of 600 utterances
across the two languages. Tamil and Kannada
belongs to south Dravidian (Tamil-Kannada)
languages (Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019,
2020a,b). By training using state-of-the-art
Multilingual BERT : mBERT (Devlin et al.,
2018) model for slot filling and intent detec-
tion, we show in §6 that our simple alignment
heuristics outperform prior approaches relying
on existing word alignment methods1.

2 Related Work

TOD Systems - In the recent years, there has
been a lot of work on building TOD systems
broadly around two themes - Building out each
component of the system independently (Chen
et al., 2016; Campagna et al., 2020; Takanobu
et al., 2019; Kummerfeld et al., 2019) and
end-to-end TOD systems (Hosseini-Asl et al.,
2020; Ham et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2020).
Though end-to-end systems show better gener-
alization, they usually require larger amounts
of training data and may not be very feasible
for low-resource settings. In this work, we pri-
marily tackle the NLU component which per-
forms Intent detection and Slot identification.

Since these tasks are framed as sequence
classification and tagging tasks, sentence en-
coder models have been used to tackle them.
Prior works have utilized Recurrent Neural
Networks (Liu and Lane, 2016; Goo et al.,
2018; E et al., 2019) and more recently have
used BERT (Chen et al., 2019).

Multilingual TOD - Though there cur-
rently exist multiple large-scale datasets for
TOD (Byrne et al., 2019; Budzianowski et al.,
2018; Hemphill et al., 1990), they are monolin-
gual English Corpora. Schuster et al. (2018)
released the Facebook TOD dataset which
contains utterances from three languages -

1Code and data available at https://github.com/
karthikradhakrishnan96/TOD-Dravidian

English, Spanish, Thai geared towards cross-
lingual transfer of dialog. On this dataset,
there have been works on zero and few-shot
transfer using Latent Variable Transfer (Liu
et al., 2019), Mixed Language Training (Liu
et al., 2020) but they don’t display consis-
tent gains over augmentation with MT+Word
alignment data.

On Indian languages, there have been works
towards Indic and Code-Switched TOD sys-
tems (Jayarao and Srivastava, 2018; Baner-
jee et al., 2018; Mandl et al., 2020) but these
datasets are manually constructed and are
smaller in size. Furthermore, they’re primarily
for Hindi and there currently exists no dataset
for languages like Kannada, Telugu, etc.

Auto-construction of datasets - Given
the cost and difficulty in acquiring annota-
tors, prior works have employed methods to
create synthetic training data. Gupta et al.
(2020) use Google Translate to create syn-
thetic utterances in Indic languages towards
the task of spoken intent detection but do
not tackle the slot filling task. More recently
López de Lacalle et al. (2020) employed a
Seq2Seq translation and word alignment to
project the Spanish slot tags to Basque. How-
ever, we show that given the flexible word or-
dering and rich morphology, word alignment
systems do not work particularly well for Dra-
vidian languages. Furthermore, since Dravid-
ian languages do not have large open-source
corpora to learn MT and alignment systems
reliably, we utilize Google Translate API, mor-
phology and semantics based heuristic slot
aligner which does not require any parallel
data.

3 Dataset Construction

The training dataset for the low-resource lan-
guages is constructed from the Facebook Mul-
tilingual Task-Oriented Dialog dataset (Schus-
ter et al., 2018) which contains utterances in
English, Spanish and Thai tagged with the
corresponding intent and slot labels by hand.

3.1 Auto-construction from English
data

Our dataset construction consists of two steps
- Translation and slot assignment. The trans-
lation phase converts the English utterances

https://github.com/karthikradhakrishnan96/TOD-Dravidian
https://github.com/karthikradhakrishnan96/TOD-Dravidian
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to their target language equivalents and the
slot assignment phase transfers slot labels from
the English phrases to their target language
equivalents. As seen in Figure 1, words often
get translated to multiple words/don’t have
an equivalent in the translated language (‘the’
in the sentence is folded into ‘groomer’ in the
target language), making the slot assignment
problem non-trivial.

For the translation phase, we experiment
with two methods - Google Translate and a
transformer based Seq2Seq model.

Previous works have tackled slot transfer us-
ing Word Alignment (López de Lacalle et al.,
2020; Schuster et al., 2018) by first predict-
ing the word alignment between the transla-
tions and then copying over the labels from
the source language words to their correspond-
ing target language equivalents. This max-
imises sentence level alignment probabilities
and is usually learned using a parallel sen-
tence corpora. Furthermore, owing to the rich
morphology and flexible word-ordering of Dra-
vidian languages, these models typically have
high alignment error rates. To transfer the slot
spans from English to our target language, we
only require the alignments of the slot spans
and not the entire utterance. We tackle this
by translating the annotated English spans to
our target language and using various heuris-
tics to align the slots to the utterance.

Figure 1: Our prefix matching and span expansion
technique. Highlighted text shows the matching
prefix of tokens from slots and utterances. We can
observe how span expansion helps label the ಅನು್ನ
token correctly and obtain a contiguous span and
account for noise in our alignment technique.

We use a simple word match as our baseline,
where we identify words from utterances that
match words from the annotated slots. This
baseline achieves a poor Slot F1 score owing
to the variation in translation of certain words
when translated independently and as part of

a sentence. This can be attributed to the mor-
phologically rich nature of Indian languages,
where the context of the inflection can lead
to different suffixes during translation for each
word. To tackle this, as seen in Figure 1, we
use a technique that matches a word from the
annotated slot to a word from the utterance
that has the maximum prefix overlap. This
helps account for a wide variety of variations
and greatly helps in the automatic construc-
tion of the low-resource dataset.

Finally, we apply a span expansion tech-
nique where we assign the labels of the aligned
slot tokens to those intra-span tokens that did
not align with any slot. This helps us obtain a
contiguous span which is a requirement of se-
quence tagging models. Additionally, this also
helps account for errors in our alignment ap-
proach when certain intra-span tokens do not
get aligned with any utterance token.

3.2 Including Semantic Matching
Upon analyzing the unmatched words from
our aligner, we noticed that the words get
translated differently when used in a com-
plete sentence and when used individually.
These variations could be due to transliter-
ation (Word gets transliterated when used
in slot phrase but translated when used in
the utterance), synonyms (Phrase and utter-
ance translations are synonyms) etc. Since
the words are completely different, the prefix
matching does not find any matching candi-
dates. We use mBERT to obtain word em-
bedding in-phrase and word embeddings in-
utterance and cosine similarity to find the clos-
est matching word to align to.

3.3 Manual tagging for test set
To quantitatively evaluate the quality of our
automatically constructed training data, we
require a gold test set in the target low-
resource language. As this is unavailable for
many Dravidian languages, we manually tag a
test set for two of them (Kannada and Tamil),
to obtain the gold alignments in the low-
resource languages between annotated slots
and the utterances. We first translate ut-
terances to the low-resource language using
Google Translate. Next, we remove examples
that contain incorrect utterance translations.
We finally obtain a sample of 300 examples for
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Ex. 1 அடுத்தவாரம் ெவப்பநிைலஎன்ன? (What is the temperature next week?)
Slots B-DT I-DT B-WN O
Ex. 2 Necesitaré un suéter en Denver mañana? (WillIneed a sweater in Denver tomorrow?)
Slots O O B-WA O B-LOC B-DT
Ex. 3 ಾಂ ಾ ಬ ಾಬ ಾದಲಿ್ಲ ಈ ಾ ಾಂತ್ಯದಲಿ್ಲ ಾಪ ಾನ ಹೇಗಿರುತ್ತದೆ (Santa Barbara this weekend

temperature what)
Slots B-LOC B-LOC I-DT I-DT B-WN
Ex. 4 Necesito un informe meteorológico para el viernes (needed a report weather for Fri-

day)
Slots O O B-WN I-WN B-DT I-DT I-DT

Table 2: Some qualitative examples from our dataset (With word-by-word eng translations) and predic-
tions by our mBERT model. (DT - DateTime, WN - Weather Noun, LOC - Location, WA - Weather
Attribute)

each language. For each language and each ex-
ample, the utterance tokens corresponding to
the slots are tagged, by two graduate students
who are native speakers of the language (We
obtain an inter-annotator Cohen Kappa score
of 0.9303 for kan and 0.9606 for tam).

To aid with annotation, we make use of Doc-
cano (Nakayama et al., 2018) to help provide
the annotators an easy to use interface (Figure
3).

4 Model
We learn the intent and slot filling tasks jointly
with BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), more specifi-
cally, the multilingual variant - mBERT which
is pre-trained on 104 languages. We pass
the [CLS] vector representations onto a Multi-
Layer perceptron to classify the intent onto
one of the predefined intent classes. We pass
the token representations produced by the
mBERT model onto another Multi-Layer per-
ceptron to identify the slots. In the case of a
word consisting of multiple tokens, we only use
the first sub-word token and ignore the oth-
ers during training and test. Figure 2 shows
the architecture of our system. Since mBERT
is pre-trained across many languages, we fol-
low the same architecture for our zero-shot and
few-shot experiments.

5 Experiment Setup
We use the base model of BERT and mBERT
in all our experiments with a batch size of
64 and a learning rate of 1e-5 with Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimizer. On
zero and few shot transfer experiments, the

Figure 2: Model Architecture showcasing a kan
utterance passed to mBERT model. (word-by-
word eng translations are included for readabil-
ity). Sub-word tokens omitted for brevity. Slot la-
bels and intent are predicted from word and [CLS]
representations respectively

model is trained for about 10 epochs before
evaluation/fine-tuning on few shot data.

6 Analysis and Discussion of
Results

6.1 Qualitative examples
Table 2 shows some qualitative examples from
our dataset and the predictions made by our
model. The first two examples demonstrate
successful predictions on tam and es when
trained on 5K auto-tagged examples. The
third example demonstrates an error due to lo-
cal normalization during optimization. Since
we don’t explicitly model that B-LOC (Begin-
ning Location) does not occur immediately af-
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ter a B-LOC and that I-LOC is more probable,
the model predicts B-LOC for both slots. Util-
ising global normalization over BERT (CRF)
could help resolve this issue.

The fourth example showcases the efficacy
of using mBERT during alignment. On
our training set, we noticed that the word
‘weather’ gets translated into ‘meteorológico’
when used in a sentence but gets translated
to ‘clima’ when used individually. Since these
words have no common prefix, the words are
not usually tagged by our aligner. But when
mBERT is used, since these terms are very
close semantically, the slots are assigned cor-
rectly, subsequently resulting in better predic-
tions.

6.2 Effect of Dataset construction
heuristic

Without any models, we first evaluated the
efficacy of our dataset tagger by autotagging
and manually tagging the 300 test examples
and comparing the slot F1 between them. On
our hand-annotated set of 300 examples, we
show that the slot F1 obtained by our tagging
method (§3) outperforms simple word match
and existing word alignment baselines in Table
3.

Method Lang Slot F1
Word Alignment tam 31.17
Translate+Overlap tam 46.82
Ours tam 80.70
Ours kan 80.76

Table 3: Performance of different slot alignment
methods

6.3 Effect of number of training
samples

We conduct experiments with varying
amounts of data to show the effect of training
data size in Table 4. We can see that even
with 300 examples from our auto-tagged
dataset, the model is able to achieve sig-
nificant boost as compared to the zero shot
setting of training on eng and testing on kan.
Initial training on eng followed by a few shot
adaptation on kan provides an even higher
boost in slot performance. Upon varying the
number of training samples to 10K and 20K

for kan, we see some minor improvement for
10K for the slot but see a 1.5 F1 boost when
using 20K auto-annotated samples.

Given that kan and tam are more closely
related, we can see that the zero shot transfer
from kan to tam achieves 62.22 & 46.16, out-
performing the transfer from eng to tam. We
also experimented with training a single model
jointly on kan and tam but observed similar
but slightly reduced performance as compared
to using 5K examples from just one language
(Rows 8, 13 and 6,14) which could be due to
interference when optimizing for multiple lan-
guages. We also observe that using 300 ex-
amples of kan and 5K of tam achieves better
performance on the tam further corroborating
the hypothesis that larger number of related
language datapoints cause interference, lead-
ing to lower scores.

Train Test Intent Slot
eng-30K kan 51.96 21.46
kan-300 kan 86.27 62.24
eng-30K, kan-300 kan 81.04 65.82

eng-30K tam 30.50 27.81
tam-300 tam 82.07 59.67
tam-5K tam 93.08 78.68
eng-30K, tam-300 tam 79.55 65.01

kan-5K kan 93.13 79.87
kan-10K kan 91.80 79.95
kan-20K kan 93.79 81.51

kan-5K tam 62.22 46.16
tam-5K kan 59.47 37.24
kan-5K, tam-5K kan 93.46 79.75
tam-5K, kan-5K tam 92.76 78.21
kan-300, tam-5K tam 93.71 78.82

Table 4: Zero and Few shot transfer performance

6.4 Effect of the MT system
Given the key role of the MT system in the
dataset construction, we compare the per-
formance of two approaches - Google Trans-
late and our own Seq2Seq Transformer MT
system. On the EnTam corpus (Ramasamy
et al., 2012), our MT system achieved a BLEU
score of 10.89 (the best reported score on this
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dataset is 9.39 (Kumar and Singh, 2019)). The
low performance of the mBERT model could
be attributed to the low quality of the trans-
lations for the training dataset resulting from
domain gap in the MT system. Since the
EnTam corpus contains articles on Cinema,
News, and Bible, it doesn’t translate TOD
utterances accurately (We examined frequent
words in our training corpus - Remind, Alarm,
etc and observed that these words didn’t exist
or were very infrequent in the EnTam corpus)
Furthermore, owing to the differences in style
(EnTam contains statements while TOD con-
tains questions) we observed that some trans-
lations had changes in their meanings. We
hence observe that 300 high quality training
examples lead to similar performance as com-
pared to 25K noisy training examples (Table
5)

MT System Lang Intent Slot
tam-300-Google MT tam 82.07 59.67
tam-5K-Google MT tam 93.08 78.68
tam-5K-Seq2Seq tam 80.50 51.32
tam-25K-Seq2Seq tam 81.76 56.56

Table 5: Performance of different MT systems

6.5 Effect of Semantic Matching
We now present results when mBERT based
semantic matching is included in the aligner
in Table 6. We noticed a small increase in F1
score for kan but a small drop for tam. This
could be attributed to two reasons: 1) Our
alignment heuristic already tags spans accu-
rately and the inclusion of mBERT only pro-
vides minor improvements and 2) Languages
like kan and tam are underrepresented in the
mBERT training set leading to lower perfor-
mance on these languages.

On a non-Dravidian language Spanish, we
notice a larger boost in performance (6 F1),
indicating the strength of the mBERT repre-
sentations for es. We present a more detailed
analysis of the performance on es in the next
section.

6.6 Performance on non-Dravidian
Languages

Though our aligner was designed for Dravidian
languages, there are languages in other fami-

Lang Slot F1 +mBERT
kan-5K 79.87 80.63
kan-20K 81.51 82.01
tam-5K 78.68 76.24
es-5K 71.85 77.66

Table 6: Performance difference due to the inclu-
sion of mBERT

lies which also exhibit suffix-based morphol-
ogy. We evaluate the performance of our sys-
tem on Spanish by auto-creating the training
data from eng using our method and evaluat-
ing on the hand-annotated es data provided
in the Facebook dataset.

We can see from Table 7 that our auto-
created dataset of 5K examples performs only
12 F1 worse than training on the entire hand-
annotated es dataset (Consisting of 3.6K ex-
amples) further showcasing the quality of
training examples produced by our method.

Train Intent Slot F1
es-5K-auto 97.63 71.85
es-5k-mBERT 97.13 77.66
es-20K-mBERT 97.46 79.47
es-FB 98.78 89.39

Table 7: Performance on a Romance language es

7 Conclusion & Future Work
In this work, we demonstrated techniques to
project training data from high resource lan-
guages to low-resource settings, thus efficiently
obtaining large scale synthetic data for train-
ing TOD systems. We also showcased the ef-
ficacy of the dataset creation on a manually
curated test set on kan and tam.

In the future, we hope to add more
Dravidian languages - Telugu and Malay-
alam. We also hope to utilize social media
data from these languages to generate code-
switched/more natural utterances.
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Appendix
A Annotation Tool

Figure 3: Annotation User Interface for manual creation of test dataset. The slot spans in English are
shown in the right and the annotators were required to mark the corresponding slots in the low-resource
language utterance on the left


